① Put the phone into the glasses.

② Removable support knob can move up and down the phone screen orientation, and sububbles. In the case of no light-leaking will cooling down to zero. Meet most phone charging, VOL and headphone camera function.

③ Open the lens guard board.

④ Myopia adjust: Loosen the screw on both left and right. Each shorten 1 mm, 100 degrees myopia adjust, maximum support 1000 degrees myopia. Synchronous Pupillary distance adjustment slider.

⑤ Software description:

Please download the MX player 1.7.22 or the latest version to electronic market, simply set can be used.

1. Open the MX player software, Start play 3D movie (left right format required).

2. Click menu > display > length-width ratio > custom > input 1920 * 540 > click ok, put the phone into the 3D glasses, open the protection plate and adjusting knob to the best. Pupillary Distance adjustment can watch.

3. Fast forward and fast rewind. Don't need pick off glasses while watching 3D film, finger touch glasses underside from left to right sliding is fast forward, from right to left is fast rewind.

4. The adjustment of the 120-200 inches, Don't need pick off glasses while watching 3D film, right hand holding the glasses underside show the right side of the screen, the left hand touch the slide to zoom in and shrink. The default 50% (200 inches), is adjusted to 39% (120 inches), and then adjust knob to best pupil distance condition.

5. For your eye health, it is suggested that watching a movie in a row for 40 minutes rest for 10 minutes.

6. Please do not use glasses upside down, avoid mobile phone drop caused property losses.

Optical coating

Recognized as the king of the visual K9 lenses without distortion, large view 90 degrees. Optimization screen control function, can choose to watch film, can be fast, do not need to take off glasses.

Sidet sponge protection, not harm the phone.

Adjust phone height

Movable sliding block can avoid VOL conflict and the power button

Comfortable environmental protection memory foam
Davyci Virtual Reality 3D glasses will bring you a new experience and a real IMAX theater enjoyment. We really do light weight, small size, short focal length, Pupillary Distance adjustment, 3D IMAX large-size display is currently growing in high resolution handsets, Support 1000 degrees of myopia, and this has been a perfect Pt for the requirements of 3D glasses.

Using the second generation k9 glass lenses, have better pervious to light quality, and it will never wear. Special material and in view of the virtual glasses of optimization design, makes the virtual image clearer.

Specifications:

- Material: environmental plastic + k9 optical lens
- Size: 150mm*95mm*75mm
- N.W: 196g
- Color: Black
- Support Video: 3D side by side video
- Mobiles support: better for 4-6 inch mobile phone.
- Resolution: Based on the Pim source.
- Color Bit: Based on the Pim source.
- APD adjustable range: 58mm-69mm, Support 1000 degrees of myopia
- Adjustable Focus: yes
- Adjustable Pupillary Distance: yes
- Watch ways: handheld, wearing